HOW CAN VERTICAL STORAGE SOLUTIONS
BE A VALUABLE AID FOR BUSINESSES TODAY?
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SOCIAL DISTANCING & LESS HIGH-TOUCH SURFACES TO CLEAN
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A worker can stand at the machine and retrieve all the parts needed without
walking around the floor and passing by other workers. The minimum width of the
bay is over 5 feet - making it easy to adhere to the six-foot minimum distance, even with
more Modula units installed next to each other. By picking directly from the machine, only
the operator comes into contact with the bay so less people are touching the materials
and the unit. With all the inventory condensed in a smaller footprint and without the need
for carts or forklifts, the number of high-touch surfaces to clean and disinfect is largely
reduced.

SAME EFFICIENCY & PRODUCTIVITY WITH FEWER PERSONNEL

Modula vertical storage systems are the best solution to guarantee the operational continuity
and productivity in any situation, especially during these challenging times. In fact, a single
operator can perform up to 120 pickings/hour. Fewer resources are needed to process
the same number of orders. Efficiency is not affected, even with staffing shortfalls and
reorganized shifts, as required to increase social distancing.
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QUICK RETURN ON INVESTMENT, QUICK DELIVERY
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LEARNING CURVE WITHIN 30 MINUTES
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With a Modula vertical storage solution, companies can quickly see a return on
investment anywhere from 6 to 18 months depending on the overall size of the
project. Moreover, the Modula unit can be delivered, installed and loaded within an
average of 8 weeks, from the order to the moment your Modula is operational.

Within 30 minutes of training, anyone can productively and safely operate a Modula
storage system. This ensures productivity is not affected, even with staffing shortfalls and
reorganized shifts, as required to increase social distancing.

INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY TO KEEP UP WITH GROWING DEMAND

Modula units are the perfect solution for companies launching an e-commerce
business, or keeping up with growing demand as they increase productivity and
throughput rates. Picking aids systems quickly guide workers to select the right item,
thereby reducing handling times while the dual delivery bay offers even higher picking
rates by delivering multiple trays simultaneously.

RETHINK YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN STRATEGY: FROM LEAN TO AGILE

Reconsider your supply chain from just-in-time to just-in-case. A vertical lift module allows
for a large inventory of items to be stored in a minimal footprint. Create and maintain a
safety stock of all your critical supplies and keep your operations running, even during an
emergency. With the warehouse management software (WMS), you can monitor stock
levels in real-time and always know when it is time to reorder your key supplies.

